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ŽVariational problems with n degrees of freedom give rise by the Pontriaguine
. nmaximum principle to a hamiltonian vectorfield in T* , that presents singulari-
Ž .ties non-smoothness points when the lagrangean is not convex. For the problems
of the calculus of variations, the singularities that occur are points where the
hamiltonian vectorfield is not C 0. For optimal control problems, we show that
besides these singularities there appear other ones: points where the hamiltonian
vectorfield is C 0 but not C1, and we classify them.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A subset M of  n is a manifold of dimension n with m-sided corners
Ž .m n , if every point in M has a neighbourhood diffeomorphic to an
open subset of
 n  x , . . . , x  n : x  0, . . . , x  0Ž . 4j 1 n 1 j
where 0 jm.
The set of all points xM, for which there exists a local chart  :
n Ž .UMU with  x  0, is called a j-sided corner and is de-j
noted by  jM.
1 Also Centro de Matematica Aplicada da Universidade do Porto, Rua das Taipas, 135,´
4050 Porto, Portugal.
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Ž .Let us consider the following optimal control problem P :
Ž .P Given two points x , x , a positive number T , a compact0 1
manifold M of dimension n with 2-dimensional corners, a smooth real
function, f : M, and a smooth vectorfield F: M on 
Ž .  parametrized by M, we look for a curve x, u : 0, T M, such that:
 Ž .  x is absolutely continuous a.c. , u is measurable and a.c. on 0, T ,
and
dx
t  F x t , u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
dt
 Ž . Ž .x 0  x e x T  x0 1

T TŽ Ž . Ž ..  Ž Ž . Ž .. 4 Ž .  H f x t , u t dt inf H f y t ,  t dt for all pairs y,  : 0, T0 0
M satisfying the two previous items.
 The Pontriaguine maximum principle 7 states the following.
Ž .   Ž . Ž .For a pair x, u : 0, T M with x 0  x and x T  x to be0 1
the solution of the above problem it is necessary that there exists a curve
   p: 0, T * such that for almost every t 0, T the following condi-
tions hold:
H H
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..1 x t  x t , p t , u t ; p t 	 x t , p t , u t˙ ˙
 p  x
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž . .2 H x t , p t , u t  max H x t , p t ,  ,
M
Ž . Ž . Ž .where H x, p, u  p  F x, u 	 f x, u .
Ž . Ž .Let H x, p max H x, p, u and consider the hamiltonian vector-u M
field on T*,
H H
X x , p  ,	 x , p ,Ž . Ž .H ž / p  x
Ž . Ž .whose trajectories are the solutions of 1 and 2 .
Remark 1. Rigorously it should be
H H
X x , p  ,	 x , p , u : H x , p , u H x , pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ½ 5ž / p  x
Ž .since the differentiability of H is guaranteed only when H x, p,  attains
its maximum at an unique nondegenerate point. Nevertheless we choose
HŽthe first formulation taking into account the possibility that , p
H .Ž .	 x, p be multivalued. x
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Ž .The problem P leads to the determination of the trajectories of X ,H
which in general may be non-smooth. We then say that X has singulari-H
Ž Ž .ties. For the problems of the calculus of variations i.e., when F x, u  u
.  and M these singularities were studied in 3 . In that case the
singularities that occur are points where X is not C 0. For the optimalH
Ž .control problem P besides these singularities there appear other ones:
points where X is C 0 but not C1. The goal of this paper is to classifyH
them.
2. THE HAMILTONIAN
To obtain the possible local phase portraits of X around its singulari-H
ties, we begin to consider the following equivalence relation:
DEFINITION 1. If y, y T* and X , X are Hamiltonian vector-H H 
fields on T*, then X at y is locally C-equivalent to X at y, if thereH H 
exist neighbourhoods U and U of y and y respectively and a smooth
diffeomorphism  : UU, such that  maps trajectories of X ontoH
trajectories of X .H 
The trajectories of X may be characterized by the equation H const.H
If U and U are neighbourhoods of y and y respectively and  : UU
is a smooth diffeomorphism, such that HH
 c with c, then
 maps trajectories of X on trajectories of X . So the C-classificationH H 
of X can be reduced to the classification of H, under the followingH
equivalence relation:
DEFINITION 2. The function H at y is locally R
-equivalent to the
function H at y, if there exist neighbourhoods U and U of y and y,
respectively, a smooth diffeomorphism,  : UU, and a real number c
such that HH
 c.
Since H is constructed from a 2-parameter family of real functions
defined on M,
H x , p  max p  F x , u 	 f x , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5  uM
Ž .H x , p , u
we need also a notion of local equivalence on families:
DEFINITION 3. If F: T*M is a 2-parameter family of real
jŽ . Ž .functions defined on M, then F at x, p, u  T*  M 0 j 2 is
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2 n Ž .equivalent to G:    at 0, 0, 0 , if there exist:j
2Ž . Ž . Ž .1 neighbourhoods U of x, p in T* and U of 0, 0 in  ,
respectively, and a smooth diffeomorphism
 : UU,
nŽ .2 neighbourhoods W of u in M and W  of 0 in  , respectively,j
and a smooth map
 : UWW ,
Ž .such that for all x, p U, the map  : WW  is a smooth diffeo-Ž x, p.
morphism that maps  jM in  j n,j
Ž .3 a smooth map  : U,
Ž .such that for all x, p, u UW
F x , p , u  G  x , p ,  x , p , u 
  x , p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
For what follows, we will say that a property is satisfied ‘‘for almost all
Ž .F, f C ,’’ if it is satisfied for a residual set GC , where
C C M ,  C M , .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let x, p  T* and suppose that H x, p,  has a maxi-
j Ž . Ž .mum at u  M. Then for almost all F, f C , the family H at x, p, u is
2 n Ž .equialent to F:    at 0, 0, 0 , where F is one of the followingj
functions, up to the addition of a positie definite quadratic form on other
ariables of  n:j
for j 0,

2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,  	1 2 1

4 2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,  	 
 	  
 	 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
for j 1,
 Ž .F 	 , 	 ,  1 2 1

2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,  	 
 	 1 2 1 1 1

3 2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,   
 	  
 	 1 2 1 1 1 2 1

4 2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,   	 
 	  
 	 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
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for j 2,
 Ž .F 	 , 	 ,   
1 2 1 2

2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,   	 
 	 1 2 1 2 1 2

4 2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,   
 	 
 	  
 	 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 2 3

3 2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,   
 
 	  
 	 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2

2 2Ž . Ž .F 	 , 	 ,  	 
 
 	 , 	   	 
 	  
 	 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .where 
 is a smooth function, such that 
 0, 0  2 and 
 0, 0 	2.
H0 Ž . Ž .Proof. If u  M, then x, p, u  0. The family H x, p, u is au
Ž . Ž2-parameter deformation of H x, p, u . By a transversality argument see
  . Ž .6 for details it follows that, for almost all F, f C , the deformation
Ž .H x, p, u is versal. Since u corresponds to a maximum, the general
  Ž .singularity theory 1, 2 , permits us to conclude that H in x, p, u is
equivalent to one of the following functions defined on 2  n:

2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,  	 
Q1 2 1

4 2Ž .F 	 , 	 ,  	 
 	  
 	  
Q1 2 1 1 1 2 1
where Q	 2 	 	 2.2 n
1 2If u  M or u  M, the proof is analogous. We only have to
consider the singularity theory related to functions defined on manifolds
2 with corners 8 . We remark that if u  M, there appear moduli. In that
case, in a generic 2-parameter family of germs of functions defined on  n2
there appear germs of codimension 3 and modality 1. If u corresponds to a
maximum this leads to the last normal form in the statement of the lemma.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let x, p  T*. For almost all F, f C , x, p be-
Ž .longs to one of the sets in the first column of Table I and H at x, p is locally

 Ž .R -equialent to the corresponding function at 0, 0 , where  ,  are func-i
tions of class C, that anish at 0.
TABLE I
Ž .  	 , 	0 1 2
d Ž  . Ž . 	 	 	 	 
  	 , 	1 1 1 1 1 2
c  Ž . Ž .4 max  	 , 	 ,  	 , 	1 1 1 2 2 1 2
cd  Ž . Ž  . Ž .4 max  	 , 	 , 	 	 	 	 
  	 , 	1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
c  Ž . Ž . Ž .4 max  	 , 	 ,  	 , 	 ,  	 , 	2 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2
b 4 2 4 Ž . max 	u 
 	 u 
 	 u 
  	 , 	2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
u1
d1 3 2 4 Ž . max u 
 	 u 
 	 u 
  	 , 	2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
u 01
d2 2 2 Ž . 4 Ž . max 	u 
 
 	 , 	 u u 	 u 
 	 u 
 	 u 
  	 , 	2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
u 0, u 01 2
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Ž .Proof. Suppose that H x, p,  attains its maximum at k distinct points
Ž .u , . . . , u of M k 0 because M is compact .1 k
Ž .By the preceding lemma, the family H at x, p, u is equivalent to F ati i
Ž .0, 0, 0 , where F is one of the families in the statement of Lemma 1. Leti
Ž .c u denote the number of parameters that occur in F . By a multi-i i
Ž   .transversality argument see 6 for details we conclude that for almost all
Ž .F, f C ,
k
k	 1
 c u  2 1Ž .Ž .Ý i
i1
Ž . Ž .and so there exist neighbourhoods U of x, p in T*, and U of 0, 0 in
2, respectively, and a smooth diffeomorphism
 : UU,
j nand neighbourhoods W of u   M on M and W of 0 in  , respec-i i i j
tively, and smooth maps
 : UW W ,i i i
Ž .in the conditions of Definition 3, such that for all 	 , 	 U1 2
H  	 , 	  max max H  	 , 	 ,  	 , 	 , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 51 2 1 2 i 1 2i1, . . . , k Wi
 max max F 	 , 	 ,  
  	 , 	 , 2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5i 1 2 i 1 2i1, . . . , k Wi
where  are functions of class C.i
Ž .The restriction imposed by 1 permits us to conclude that, for almost all
Ž .F, f C , only the following possibilities occur:
Ž . Ž .k c u , . . . , c u1 k
1 0
1 1
2 0, 0
2 0, 1
3 0, 0, 0
1 2
Ž .By 2 and Lemma 1 we then obtain the normal forms listed in the table
of the theorem.
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3. CLASSIFICATION OF GENERIC SINGULARITIES
In this section we will describe the possible local phase portraits of XH
Ž . i Ž . Ž .around the points x, p   . If x, p   , then around x, p thek 0
function H is smooth and so the singularities of X occur outside  .H 0
The equivalence relation between hamiltonian vectorfields presented in
Definition 1 seems to be too strong. In fact, it sometimes prevents us from
obtaining a finite number of equivalence classes in spite of their similarity
concerning the behaviour of the trajectories. So, it will be more convenient
Ž  .to adopt the following equivalence relation as in 3 :
DEFINITION 4. If y, y T* and X , X are hamiltonian vector-H H 
fields on T*, then X at y is locally equivalent to X at y, if thereH H 
exist neighbourhoods U and U of y and y, respectively, and a homeo-
morphism h: UU, such that:
Ž . i1 the restriction of h to any subset  of T* is a diffeomorphismk
of class C;
Ž .2 h maps trajectories of X on trajectories of X ;H H 
Ž . i Ž . i Ž .3 h maps points of  H on points of  H ;k k
which leads to the correspondent equivalence relation between hamilto-
nian functions:
DEFINITION 5. The function H at y is locally equivalent to the function
H at y, if there exist neighbourhoods U and U of y and y, respectively,
a homeomorphism h: UU, and a real number c, such that:
Ž . i1 the restriction of h to any subset  of T* is a diffeomorphismk
of class C;
Ž .2 HHh
 c;
Ž . i Ž . i Ž .3 h maps points of  H on points of  H .k k
3.1. Singularities in c, b, and c1 2 2
Ž . c c Ž . Ž .Let x, p   . If X is transverse to  at x, p , then H at x, p is1 H 1
equivalent to
 H 	 , 	  	 
 	Ž .1 1 2 1 2
Ž . cŽ . Ž . 2 4at 0, 0 , with  H  	 , 	  , 	  0 .1 1 1 2 1
Ž .In fact by Theorem 1 we conclude that H at x, p is equivalent to
H 	 , 	 max  	 , 	 ,  	 , 	 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
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Ž . Ž .at 0, 0 , where the  are smooth functions with  0, 0  0. So locally,i i
c is given by the equation1
 	  	 , 	  0.Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
The transversality condition with respect to c permits us to conclude1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .that the vectors grad  	  0, 0 and grad  
  0, 0 are linearly1 2 1 2
independent and so considering the change of coordinates,
 	   
 Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
	 , 	  	 , 	 , 	 , 	Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2ž /2 2
we get an unique equivalence class for H, whose normal form is H , and1
Ž .therefore an unique equivalence class for X Fig. 1 .H
 This case is considered by I. Ekeland in 3 as being non-singular. The
Ž . c c Ž .remaining cases, x, p   with X tangent to  at x, p and the1 H 1
b c   Žsingularities in  and  , were all classified by I. Ekeland in 3 and2 2
generalized for optimal control problems in higher dimensions by Kupka
   .5 and for homogeneous variational problems by F. Klok 4 , who con-
Ž .cluded the existence of 6 equivalence classes for X Fig. 2 .H
c c b Ž .The singularities in  ,  , and  are due to a conflict superscript c1 2 2
Ž .or to a bifurcation superscript b . They appear generically in optimal
control problems as well as in problems of the calculus of variations.
The remaining singularities, d, cd, d1, and d2, are of a new kind.1 2 2 2
They appear generically only in optimal control problems, due to the
existence of a boundary in the control space, and lead to trajectories which
are C1 but not C 2. In the next sections we classify them.
3.2. Singularities in d1
Ž . d Ž . 
Let x, p   . By Theorem 1, the function H at x, p is R -equiv-1
alent to
 H 	 , 	  	 	 	 	 
  	 , 	Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 1 1 1 2
FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
Ž . Ž . dat 0, 0 , where  is a smooth function with  0, 0  0. So  is locally1
given by the equation 	  0.1
d Ž . Ž .Ž .If X is transverse to  at x, p , then 	 0, 0  0. So theH 1 2
change of coordinates
	 , 	  	 ,  	 , 	Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 1 2
reduces H to the normal form,
	 if 	  02 1
H 	 , 	 Ž .2 1 2 2½ 2	 
 	 if 	  0.1 2 1
d Ž . Ž .Ž .If X is tangent to  at x, p , then 	 0, 0  0. SoH 1 2
 	 , 	  	 P 	 , 	 
 	2 Q 	 , 	Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .with P 0, 0  0 and Q 0, 0  0. Considering the homeomorphism
 12 	 P 	 , 	 , 	 Q 	 , 	 if 	  0Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 	 , 	 Ž .1 2 12  	 P 	 , 	 
 2	 , 	 Q 	 , 	 if 	  0,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
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FIGURE 3
Ž .where  signQ 0, 0 we reduce H to one of the normal forms,
H 	 
 	2 .Ž .3 1 2
Therefore we get two equivalence classes for X around the points onH
d, whose phase portraits are shown in Fig. 3.1
Remark only that in reality the trajectories at points of d are C1 but1
not C 2.
3.3. Singularities in cd2
Ž . cd Ž . 
Let x, p   . By Theorem 1, the function H at x, p is R -equiv-2
alent to
 H 	 , 	 max  	 , 	 , 	 	 	 	 
  	 , 	 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .at 0, 0 , where the  are smooth functions with  0, 0  0.i i
cd Ž Ž . .Ž .As  has codimension 2 in T*, in general   	  	 0, 0 2 1 2 2
0, and so considering the change of coordinates
	 , 	  	 ,  	  2Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 1 2
Ž .around 0, 0 , we reduce H to H 
  , where
H 	 , 	Ž .1 2
 2	 if 	  0 and 	  0 or 	  0 and 	 	 	  02 1 2 1 2 1		 if 	  0 and 	  0 2 1 2
2 22	 	 	 if 	  0 and 	 	 	  01 2 1 2 1
Ž .and  is a smooth function with  0, 0  0.
The fact that cd has codimension 2 in T* permits us also to conclude2
Ž .that in general X at x, p is transverse to all the singularity sets. SoH
 	 , 	  	 P 	 , 	 
 	 Q 	 , 	Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
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Ž . Ž .with P 0, 0  0 and Q 0, 0 1. Finally we consider the homeomor-
phism
 	 , 	Ž .1 2
 2 	 , 	 if 	  0 and 	  0 or 	  0 and 	 	 	  0Ž .1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 	 , 	 if 	  0 and 	  0Ž . 2 1 2 1 2
2 	 , 	 if 	  0 and 	 	 	  0,Ž .3 1 2 1 2 1
where
 	 , 	Ž .1 1 2
22  	 P
 	 Q
 1 , 	 P 
 2	 P Q
 1 
 	 Q
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /1 1 2 2 1 2
 	 , 	   	 P ,  	 Q	 1Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 	 , 	Ž .3 1 2
  	 P
 	 Q
 1 ,  	 	 	2 Q	 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž 1 1 1 2 2 1
22
	 P
 	 Q
 1Ž .Ž . /1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .with   sign P 0, 0 and   sign Q	 1 , and conclude that H at x, p1 2
Ž .is equivalent to one of the following functions at 0, 0 :
H 	 , 	Ž .4 1 2
 2	 if 	  0 and 	  0 or 	  0 and 	 	 	  01 1 2 1 2 1	 
 	 if 	  0 and 	  0 1 2 1 2
2 2	 	 	 
 	 if 	  0 and 	 	 	  01 1 2 1 2 1
H 	 , 	Ž .5 1 2
 2	 if 	  0 and 	  0 or 	  0 and 	 	 	  01 1 2 1 2 1	 	 	 if 	  0 and 	  0 1 2 1 2
2 2	 
 	 	 	 if 	  0 and 	 	 	  0.1 1 2 1 2 1
Therefore we get two equivalence classes for X around the points onH
cd Ž . Fig. 4 .2
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FIGURE 4
3.4. Singularities in d12
Ž . d1 Ž . 
Let x, p   . By Theorem 1, the function H at x, p is R -equiv-2
alent to
H 	 , 	  max u3 
 	 u 
 	 u2 
  	 , 	 ,Ž . Ž . 41 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
u 01
Ž . Ž .at 0, 0 , where  is a smooth function with  0, 0  0.
By inspection of the roots of equation 3u2 
 	 
 2	 u  0, we con-1 1 2 1
clude that around d1 the singularity sets have the configuration shown in2
Fig. 5, where A B  and c is locally given by 4	 	 	2  0 and0 1 1 2
	  0. Also2
 	 , 	 
  	 , 	 if 	 , 	  A cŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1H 	 , 	 Ž .1 2 ½  	 , 	 otherwise,Ž .1 2
2 2 12 32 3Ž . Ž .where  	 , 	  	 	 3	 
 	 	 	 	 .1 2 2 1 2 1 227 27 3
Ž . 1 2So at 0, 0 , H is C but not C . There exists an unique trajectory
through d1 of class C1, that separates locally the C 0 trajectories, which2
intersect c from the C1 trajectories, which intersect d.1 1
FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
In general X is transverse to S c  d1  d at d1. So, taking SH 1 2 1 2
as a transversal section to X we conclude that there exists only oneH
d1 Ž .equivalence class for X around  Fig. 6 .H 2
3.5. Singularities in d22
Ž . d2 Ž . 
Let x, p   . By Theorem 1, the function H at x, p is R -equiv-2
alent to
H 	 , 	  max K 	 , 	 , u , u 
  	 , 	 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
u 0, u 01 2
Ž . 2 Ž . 2where K 	 , 	 , u , u 	u 
 
 	 , 	 u u 	 u 
 	 u 
 	 u , and1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .
 and  are smooth functions with 
 0, 0  2, 
 0, 0 	2, and
Ž . 0, 0  0.
Ž .For simplicity’s sake we will write 
 instead of 
 	 , 	 and 
1 2 0
Ž .instead of 
 0, 0 .
K has an unique critical point,

	 
 2	 
	 
 2	2 1 1 2
u , u  ,Ž .1 2 2 2ž /4	 
 4	 

that corresponds to a maximum if and only if 4	 
 2  0, and

	 
 2	 
	 
 2	 	2 
 	2 
 
	 	2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
K 	 , 	 , ,  .1 2 2 2 2ž /4	 
 4	 
 4	 

Furthermore,
	24 if 	  0 u  	 2Ž .2 2 2 2max K 	 , 	 , u , u Ž .1 2 1 2 ½u 0, u 0 0 if 	  0 u  0Ž .1 2 2 2
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and
	24 if 	  0 u  	 2Ž .1 1 1 1max K 	 , 	 , u , u Ž .1 2 1 2 ½u 0, u 0 0 if 	  0 u  0 .Ž .1 2 1 1
First Case. 
 	2. In this case the maximum is attained at the0
boundary. If we compare the values of K in  12 and  22 , we conclude2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .that H 	 , 	 H 	 , 	 
  	 , 	 , where1 2 1 2 1 2
 2	 4 if 	 	 	  0 and 	  01 1 2 1
2	 4 if 	 	 	  0 and 	  0H 	 , 	 Ž . 2 1 2 21 2 0 if 	  0 and 	  01 2
and around d2 the singularity sets have the configuration shown in Fig. 7.2
c 0 Ž 1. dWe remark that the trajectories on  are C but not C and on 1 1
1 Ž 2 . d2are C but not C . There exists an unique trajectory through  , of2
class C1.
As d2 has codimension 2 in T*, in general X is transverse to all the2 H
singularity sets at d2. Therefore2
 	 , 	  	 P 	 , 	 
 	 Q 	 , 	Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with P 0, 0  0, Q 0, 0  0, and P 0, 0 
Q 0, 0  0. So, taking a
homeomorphism in the conditions of Definition 5, it is possible to reduce
H to one of the normal forms
H 	 , 	  	 
 	Ž . Ž .6 1 2 1 2
H 	 , 	  	 	 2	Ž . Ž .7 1 2 1 2
and obtain two equivalence classes for X with the phase portraits shownH
in Fig. 8.
FIGURE 7
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FIGURE 8
We remark that, in fact, the trajectories are as shown in Fig. 9.
Second Case. 	2 
  2. Comparing the values of K in  02 ,0 2
1 2 2 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .  , and in   , we conclude that H 	 , 	 H 	 , 	 
  	 , 	 ,2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
where
 2 2 2	 
 	 
 
	 	  4	 
Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
if 
	 
 2	  0 and 
	 
 2	  02 1 1 2
2H 	 , 	  	 4 if 
	 
 2	  0 and 	  0Ž .1 2 1 1 2 1
2	 4 if 
	 
 2	  0 and 	  02 2 1 20 if 	  0 and 	  01 2
and the singularity sets have the configuration around d2 shown in2
Fig. 10.
FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10
Ž .After the following homeomorphism in the conditions of Definition 5 ,
h 	 , 	Ž .1 2
 
	 
 2	 , 
	 
 2	Ž .2 1 1 2
if 
	 
 2	  0 and 
	 
 2	  02 1 1 2
2 	 4	 
 2, 
	 
 2	 if 
	 
 2	  0 and 	  0Ž .Ž . 1 1 2 1 2 1
2
	 
 2	 , 	 4	 
 2 if 
	 
 2	  0 and 	  0Ž .Ž .2 1 2 2 1 2 2	 , 2	 if 	  0 and 	  0Ž .1 2 1 2
the function H is reduced to
 	 , 	 if 	  0 and 	  0Ž .1 1 2 1 2
 	 , 	 if 	  0 and 	  0Ž .2 1 2 1 2H 	 , 	 Ž .1 2  	 , 	 if 	  0 and 	  0Ž .3 1 2 1 2 	 , 	 if 	  0 and 	  0,Ž .4 1 2 1 2
Ž .where the  are smooth functions with  0, 0  0.i i
Remark 2. H is of class C1, but it is not possible to obtain, through a
diffeomorphism of class C1, a finite number of normal forms for the
singularity sets around d2. The previous homeomorphism permits us to2
obtain an unique normal form for the singularity sets, but transforms H
in a function that is not C1 on d.1
As d2 has codimension 2 in T*, in general X is transverse to all the2 H
singularity sets at d2. Therefore2
 	 , 	  	 P 	 , 	 
 	 Q 	 , 	Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 2 1 i 1 2 2 i 1 2
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FIGURE 11
Ž . Ž .with P 0, 0  0Q 0, 0 . So, it is possible to reduce H to one of thei i
following normal forms,
H 	 , 	  	 
 	Ž .8 1 2 1 2
 H 	 , 	  	 	 	Ž .9 1 2 1 2
Ž .and obtain two equivalence classes for X Fig. 11 .H
d 1 Ž 2 .We remark that, in fact, the trajectories on  are C but not C and1
so the phase portraits are as shown in Fig. 12.
The classification obtained is also valid if the control space M is an
n-dimensional manifold with m-sided corners where 2m n. In fact, as
H is a two parameter family of functions defined on M, in general the
Ž . j Ž .germ of H x, p,  at a point u  M 0 jm cannot have topological
codimension greater than 2, and so the normal forms for H around a point
Ž . j  x, p, u  T*  M 8 also lead to the classification of H presented
in Theorem 1.
FIGURE 12
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